Special Section:

KITCHEN & BATH

KEN FULK'S MAGIC
SEXY, SCULPTURAL FURNITURE
DESIGN LENS ON DUBLIN
DARE TO ADORN YOUR WALLS AND FLOORS WITH TILES THAT SPEAK VOLUMES

BOLD Tile

SUFFOLK HEXAGON BY GRANADA TILE, CEMENT, AVAILABLE AT GRANADATILE.COM

GLACIER BY COUNTRY FLOORS, BRASS MULTI-FINISH AND BERTOIA MARBLE, AVAILABLE AT COUNTRY FLOORS SAN FRANCISCO, COUNTRYFLOORS.COM

WATERMARK KELLY’S COVE BY DEBORAH OSBURN FOR CLÉ, PORCELAIN AND PIGMENT, AVAILABLE AT CLETILE.COM

SUFFOLK HEXAGON BY GRANADA TILE, CEMENT, AVAILABLE AT GRANADATILE.COM

BEAU MONDE CARMEN BY ANN SACKS, LIMESTONE, MARBLE, ONYX OR TRAVERTINE, AVAILABLE AT ANN SACKS SAN FRANCISCO, ANNSACKS.COM

COLUMBIA SILVER BY PORCELANOSA, PORCELAIN, AVAILABLE AT PORCELANOSA-USA.COM

KENNEDY BY BARBIE KENNEDY, BRONZE METAL, CHARDONNAY AND DUNE LIMESTONE, AVAILABLE AT COOPER PACIFIC KITCHENS, COOPERPACIFIC.COM

SUBLIME BOUQUET BY AKDO, AZURITE WITH TALC AND INK, AVAILABLE AT DA VINCI MARBLE, DAVINCI MARBLE.COM

FEZ BY MIRTH STUDIO, ENGINEERED HARDWOOD TONGUE-AND-GROOVE OAK, AVAILABLE AT COZY STYLISH CHIC, COZYSTYLISHCHIC.COM

SUNRISE BY DESIGN VIDAL, CEMENT, AVAILABLE AT DESIGNVIDAL.COM